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ABSTRACT. 
Getting the right thesis topic these days can be I 'fill d Hi 'U' ·~ c~ ep1 - le~ ·Mt~ to develop 
a system that is the most latest, popular, and most imp~ rtn1~1t , H ·, '. €·1'1 from the other 
seniors, but at the same time simple and not too ompl ~. In · ··n~ \\ . /!tit· ·isi 1 wanted to do 
something different from the other . 
Names have deeper meaning than meets the eyes. English names, for an example 
originate from Greek, Hebrew French and etc. Indian names on the other hand come 
from different ethnic group such as Jain, Hindu, Sikh, Tamil and so on. We may not 
realize it but each name holds a different meaning and says a lot about the person who 
carries it. r have developed a web-based system that is able to provide meaning and 
origins of either an nglish Malay, Chinese or Indian name. 
The sy tern I designed is basically an online guide for would-to-be parents in choosin a 
name for their baby. It i called 'Baby pot". It will be accessible on th" Intern t. In this 
modem world, everything and anything is possible on the Internet even bah nam .. 
Although it i targeted to parents, u er interested in knowing the meaning and origin" f 
their name are welcomed to visit the web site. 
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CHA PT"' R 1 TNTR DU Tl N. 
1.1 G NERAL. 
The world of Internet is wide. It i. l publi n irnicate using 
a communications protocol called erminal ontrol Pr 
With the many facility provided from search engin nev groups and e-mail service, the 
lnternet ha definitely made life much m re a ier and mfortable. We do not have to 
leave our house in search of knowledge nor entertainment for all we need is our very own 
PC with a modem linking to the Intern t. 
A name can say a whole lot about someone. What actually hes behind a name? Does it 
really reflect a per on or i a name mere! a name? Do we reflect and think that when w 
name a baby, will he or she tum out according to his or her name characteristics? om 
people believe that thi · i true. Parent often name their babie · after maybe th ir lo .d 
ones or omeone famous. However, there are the time they turn to books to choo 
name for their future baby. 
In relation to all this, I have de igned an online-systcm for baby names. I narn d m b- 
ba ed ystem 'Baby pot'. Baby pot' will erve a a means of. or hin l and brow. in' 
for baby name . While it may seem that this particular system will be appropriate for 
parent , it will provide ervice for user intere ted in findin ut the me nm f th ir 
names and the origin , and for tho e ju t keen in knowing the meaning fa ertain name. 
Th mo t intere ting factor about thi tern i that it will be abl t a mm at .II th 
name of babies in Malaysia. Thi mean that just at one top a u er will be able t 
acce eith r n ·ti h Mala hincs • or Indian name . A nc f th multi- 
countries in the world, I felt that it was about time that orne ne de el ped a t rn that 
' ill be uitabl _. for our rnulti-ra ial .ount . 
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l.2 SYST M BJ TTY . 
'BabySpot' was designed with the intention of n hi" 
remain for a lifetime. Naming a child a wr ng name rnightjust have an effect later in life. 
Secondly, having someone know that their name means something good and positive will 
generally make them live up to their nam . 1n the long run? this system will be the 
provider of good tidings. For example if your name means 'brave, light or sunshine' it 
will definitely make the name bearer not on! happ with their name, but also carry out 
their task according to their name. 
Thirdly, this sy tern i very flexible a there are multiple way to earch accordin to u 'r 
convenience or preference. A certain user might just want to browse around, not look in' 
for ornething in particular while another might be in earch of the rncanin of a .rtain 
name. 'BabySpol' assures u ers to select any method of searchin for information. 
While some y. tern randomly elects a meaning of a narn • from th 
'Baby Spot' gives a detailed and accurate definition of the input name. To case u er error 
dealing with problematic u er-interfaces, ' ab p t ha aura ti e, u r-friendl 1 user 
interface . 
While many might spend time, money and ener rt from bu ing book , thi tern i. able 
to redu e all thi matter. he ervice pr ided i n t nl a urat ut at th m tim 
it' free. The system will be able to access the information needed for mu h mu h le er 
time spent from flipping throu rh book . 
Last! , the objec ti ... of the · st .. m i to provide ervice to a multi-rs ial unt lik 
Mola - iu. ltv ill b a on'· 'to1 · ·r i for ult. A· '. c kn v • in a unt Ii als ra, 
lot or ihildr 'n omo from rnl ·d par :.nt 1 o. hoer in th · ri ht nam 
oth ·r in l • diff 'Ult it tim ·~. Thi, ~ st .m ' ill a · · mm dot n t nl n. Ii h n rn · . 
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for Malaysians. 
1.3 SYST M S OP . 
'BabySpot' carries out certain functions. The main fun tion of the system is to search the 
database for the meaning of a name or to know it origins. The searching of names can be 
in two forms. ~ither the user can straight go ahead with the searching or the second, 
browse through the database until the fanc a nice name for their baby. 
In the main page, the user is prompted to choose whether to search or browse. If they 
select search, they will be able to input a name for a databa .e search However, if th r 
select browse, they will be prompted in another user screen to select either boy or irl's 
name. In that election al o they will have to choose from the either four catcgori is; th 
are nglish, Malay, hinese or Indian names. 
The print option i left up to the u er a to whether they would lik · t ha n l rintout 
copy of the selected name. Besides all the searching of names, this system provide other 
features such a user feedback a brief background n 'Bab pot , ' u :rg t-a-narn nd 
baby horoscope. 
This system is targeted more towards parent and keen u ers. Ba icall thi tern \. ill 
provide all the ervice to th parents and u er a tared, with rn r f th Malo si .n 
touch. Besides this, there will be an adrnini trator ) to maintain and perform 
hou e eeping to the s stem. 
As mentioned earlier, this s stem i · di ided into two main part : the publi u r and 
adrnini tration module. ·u h of thi module P" if 1 th· u •r c nd th 
adrnini itration modut . 
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User functions. 
The user has the capability only to 
adding, deleting can be done. 
Administration module. 
The administration module ha the authority to arry out updating, adding records, 
deleting them, modifying and changing pa word. They also are given access to view 
user comments and feedback and maintain housekeeping. 
1.4 MOTIV A TlON. 
My main motivation in the development of this system is because I like to know what lies 
in a name. ls it really true that a per on is what his or her name says? It is definite! a 
thought to ponder. This has been the factor behind the development of this project. 
Beside , I feel that the exi ting y tern available on the Internet do not pro id 11 one- 
stop service for multi-racial countries. ifferent database is provided for nch ra . I ut 
when we think of it suppo ing a hine e baby i born, the ob ious i. that h ,, ill be 
given a hine e name. Then again, if he is born in hristian family, no doubt that hi 
family will give him an ngli h name too. Baby pot will be able to pr ide us rs b b 1 
name for all race without having them to search all over for baby name . 
T H 
In the first part in the development of this system, f will focu with the it rnture re iew, 
y tern anal sis and methodolog and tern de ign. a h f thi e tion \i ·11 t k n 
more than two weeks to complete. The later section will begin in May. igure 1.1 Ii 
very briefly the proje t chedule for ab pot. 
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BABYSPOT Lirerarur 
r vi w 
(2 w ek ) 
Documentation 
(2 weeks) 
Figure l. I Project schedule. 
C ding and 
Implementation 
8' eeks) 
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CHAPTER TWO LlT .. RATUR R.:.VlEW. 
2. I INTRODUCTION. 
"BabySpot" is an on line service for choosing bub mun" ~:l, it -1 o,. ,\,, 0F~ might think 
that this online service will only benefit furur par nts th ~ d~tl~i ~l)1 mistaken. This 
service will infact help user to search the actual meaninz and origins of their name. 
In the existing websites available toda most] cater for one category of race. This 
means that the websites available cater for only one specific race. "BabySpot" is different 
as it will take into consideration multi-racial countries like Malaysia. It is a one-stop 
point for parent from all races and religion. 
My main reason to develop this y tern i because of the inadequate information availabl 
from the existing systems. Many existing systems are unable to supply informntion 
needed by a certain u er. For example, to earch for a hinese name, we will ha. ' to 
access a website relating to hine e baby names, and so on for the other three. With thi. 
system it will be pos ible to gain inf rmation from the arnc web it . on 111 n 
simply and easy-The e are the main factors to be put into consideration when d lopin) 
a web ite. 
Besides this factor, the reason to the development of this y tern is mere I be au e I ha • 
fa cination in the origin and meaning of name . Take for an xarnpl m nam : rm 
Andreana Jacob. rin means pure, and is of Irish origins Andreana means wornanl • and 
is of Italian origin, whilst Jacob i a name from the Hol ibl . I am " k ' n on 
knowing such meanings and since how many centuries ago have these name been in 
'inding for a meaning of name from book can be ery dull. her are n 
attractive designs to get the u ers attention. --vcrythin 1 is straight f rward and there is a 
pri ·e to pa for a b k, Bu in ti book for bat s nr m · in Mala ia t nothing le 
than RM30. 
6 
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2.2 l~ACT RS IN NAMI'N A BABY. 
One of the most important things a parent will 
her name. Their child's name will be a r fle t.ion of h m 1 "·Fan.a: ft· tit~1, A well-chosen 
name will be a source of pride for their hild's lifetime. Th~f ar~ several factors to 
consider when choosing a baby name. Th fl 11owing hint should prove useful for 
parents who are searching for the perfect name for their baby. 
•Sound and compatibility. How a bab 's name ound when it's said aloud is one of the 
most essential things to think about. Often, longer first names work better with shorter 
last names, and vice versa (' Siti Khatijah, Sri Kumaran"). Combining a first name that 
ends in a vowel with a last name that starts with a vowel generally isn't the best choice. 
This is becau e the names tend to run together ("eg. va Anderson"). Avoid first narn · 
that rhyme with the last name. 
<Uniqueness. An unusual name has the advantage of making the bearer stand out from 
the crowd. n the other hand, a name no one ha, heard of and f cw can pronoun an 
bring attention a child would rather avoid. ne way of striking a balance is to hoos • a 
familiar first name if the child's la t name i unu ual, and vi c versa. If our son'. I 1 t 
name will be Smith, you might want to consider something with more unique than Joe for 
his first name. But if his last name is Aytrivb oan, then Jo might be pr feral I t , ay, 
Archimedes as a given name. 
<Relatives and friends. Many parents choose to name their babies after a grandparent 
other relative, or clo e friend. This option can provide a good pool of narn n idcr. 
Parents hould never let anyone pres ure them into a name they d n't like. 
•Ancestry and heritage. A hild' heritage i an es ential part of' ho h is R ligi u 
preference may steer a parent toward a certain category of name . If our name doe n't 
meet the famil r., traditional requirements, con .ider u ing it a a middle nam . H wcv r 
the hinese communit has strict rules that their baby follow the pat ·mal farnil mun . 
l'h refore, if tip pat rnnl fomil 's nam ... is Won and th ... maternal farnil ·• n une i. 
the bub has to b .. nam ·d Won ·. 
7 
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• Meaning. No one is likely to treat your dau ·ht 'r ln•'rici t-W · . 
want to think about hinese families ha e to b 
•Initials and nicknames. People, e pe iall kid an be cruel when it comes to 
nicknames, so try to anticipate any potentially embarrassing ones. Zachary Ian Thomas 
will more than likely get a lot of teasing; Zachary Edward Thomas probably won't. 
Sound: The general sound and rhythm of the name is very important. Some names go 
well with each other and some don't. 
Uniqueness: It is hard to find the perfect balance between finding a name that is unique 
and special but doe n't eem too strange. There are benefits and disadvantages to both 
having a common name and a very unique name. omrnon names are easily spelled mt 
recognized Having a unique name, however, may make a child tand out and f ·I xtr 
special. 
Popularity: Baby names tend to follow trends and cycles of popularity. Aside from th 
extremely common name that have alway been popular, name that arc urr ntl 
trendy are likely to go out of style. Some parents look for extremely rare names to a oid 
the problem of overly popular names, while still ther try t find a name that i f irly 
popular, but not overly trendy. 
Origin: There are no rules stating that a person can choose a name only from their own 
ethnic origin. Many parents are no' finding beautiful and interesting bab name fr in 
wide variety of ethnic and historical origins, However, the right name from their wn 
heritage provides an added ource of identity for ur child. 
Spelling and Pronunciation: Many unu uni names are diffi ult to pell or pronoun · 
be au ·e people urn unfamiliar with them, Thi d snot ne aril mean that th 1 h uld 
not choo ea unique name on the ba is that it could be difficult to spell r pr n ~ ut 
v hen rankin narn ~ , it i o fu tor to on ·i er. -or example, an lndi n n m thri 
an also b • 'pelt as n atri, or ho ulhri. 
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Gender Identification: Some people think it is "1. imt 
gender identification, while others find it. less 
Such names are Vivian, Renee, etc. 
!~t ·t~W has a clear 
2.3 COMPARISON WlTH OTH R SY T M . 
During my research on this topic, I had tJ1 chance of comparing the existing system 
available on the Internet. I had taken each website for each ethnic and compared it with 
the system that I was to develop. 
• http://babynames.pregnancy.yahoo.com/bfname 
This website for the English baby names is definitely colourful and attractive. 
However, it only provided the meaning of English baby names only. There is too 
much of information that might ju t confu e the u er of the web ito, 
• http://www.indiaexpress.com/soecials/babynames/ 
This website caters for Indian baby name . The main page was not v ry nttra tiv 
with too many alphabets linking to the names. The main page was just to .lun r d 
with information causing the user to be di tracted from th ori rinal r a on. Th 
screens are plain and dull. Like the same as the previous website, this site onl aters 
for the Indian names. However, the name a well a the origin of th narn 
correctly given. 
• http://www.kalabarians.com/female/chi nesef, htm 
This web· ite i to find the meaning of female hine e bab name . Alth u h th 
screen is quite attractive, the main .creen itself is filled with the nam When 
elected the website will gi e a length d ·~ ription of the per on name. mu h 
of unwanted information is given, though not nece sary, 
• h ~.t:..:.:.!..:..:....!.:...:.I..:..!!!:~~~~!.!U:~.u.!.li:.:.!.!.:~ 
Thi is basicall the onl I lami · baby name' available on th Internet a. f the time 
thi lit ratur re i ' WO!! don . Mun w b it •s that I had i it d v er un er 
onstruction or rerout d to another erver und were down. Thi web it • i 
strai ht forward and impl . 1 herefore, it is n t that attr ti and I urful. 
I low v r, it o ) th pre i m min in lslurn. 
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Comparing all the mentioned system oho , m. ~~w~t)n 
obvious loops. For one, as mentioned earlier, it will be u mP-s, - . 
names. Unlike the existing ones, where to lo at 
had to be accessed, BabySpot will provide all ra e bab~ fifilll@§, It will be very 
convenient. Not only that, the y tern will be u er-fri ndly '' ith attractive background. 
The features that are provided are such as searching browsing, printing, feedback page, 
baby horoscope and many more. 
r can assure that this system will definitely find its heart to Malaysian users, especially 
when the need to find a baby name arises. 
2.4 THE REASON FOR USTNG WEB APPLICATIONS. 
There are a few rea ens as to why a web application i · much a better choi c o 'I' oth 'I' 
alternatives. 
I. No installation required- The main advantage of using a web appli ation o r 
typical application is that the u er are not required to install an fil s on th tr 
computer. On top of that they will be able to acces the application at an lo at ion 
and anytime as long as they have the acce to the Internet. 
2. Multimedia presentation- Web application allows presentation of information in a 
multimedia tyle. This medium allow feature· that am impl not. po ibl in 
other medium and is more appealing to users. 
3. Higher performance- With the u e of web application , pr e in) informati n 
can be performed more efficiently. This way, developer arc able to m if the 
application without having to di tribute updat to all u - r . 
2.5 WEBS RV R. 
The World Wide Web (WWW is truly un intergalactic client/ crver appli ti n. Thi 
new model of lient/ 'I' er ons] t of the thin portable, uni er al Ii nt that t lk t 
server. A web server r tum, do um ·nti:; wh en Ii ents usks for th m and al 
pa _. ot u ' b site, TIP ·Ii "nt/ srver 'Ommuni ate u. ing a pr t 
proto ol d ~fin , o simpl • · t of iommands; whi h ur · pnram ·tcr. p~ s ·d as trin , , ith 
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no provision for typed data. The web is b in · 'X1 'ndcd 't~ l)\C.~~. · · \; 
of client/server computing. 
Considerations in choosing a web server include ho, well tt w~rk with the operating 
system and other servers, its ability to handle erv r-sid programming, publishing and 
site building tools that may come with it. 
When using a web application there are two types of programming language used; that is 
the client-side programming and the server-side programming. A script that is interpreted 
by the browser is called the client-side script. It is a set of instructions, but not processed 
by the web server. The instructions are sent to the browser and is processed by the 
browser. The results are then displayed by the browser on the monitor. Java cript and V 
Script are the examples of client-side programming. 
Meanwhile, A P i · the example for erver- ide programming. A cript that i. int rpr t ·d 
by the web server is called a server-side script. It is a set of instructions that is pr> . 
by the server and generate HTM . The re ulting HTMi i sent as part of th HTTP 
response to the browser 
To host and manual the sy tern, the server computer need to have variou upporting 
software installed. Table 2. 1 bet w Ii ts all of the required item . 
Software/ omponent Description 
Network operating y tern 
Precondition of A 
Microsoft Internet lnfonnation Server llS) Web server service 
Active Server Pages (A P) 
Microsoft Acee s 2000 
erver cripting engine 
ataba e 
T 1t I 2. l erv •r nwur r qu r m ·nr 
11 
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2.6 CONSIDERATION OF D,..,V L PMENT AN! PR ""R)h,1~ LS. 
use to develop this on line system. Thi _ stem u d a d ~t-nba. e ts ··ftrn all the names 
together with their meanings. To link the database to the web-based form, several 
development tools were considered such as Micro oft A ce 2000, Microsoft FrontPage 
2000, ASP, HTML, Visual Basic, XML, Java, JavaScript, VBScript and many others. 
I have taken the liberty to compare the advantages and disadvantages of these software 
and programming languages. 
Visual basic. 
Visual Basic 6 includes many new features, especially in database and Internet areas, 
Among the e are AD , DHTML application· and Web lasses Visual Ba i 
incorporates a number of new and advanced features that makes it more pow rful. 
Besides this factor, the development environment has been enhanced lo rnak nt ring 
code and designing forms easier. VB 6 is also built with a native code omplier, an 
improved forms engine, that makes program run fa ter. 
The factor that makes this software stand out is because it can create Multiple Document 
Interface (MDI) programs which have one main parent form and one or m re imernat 
child form. 
Java. 
Java is a full programming language introduced by un Micro ystern . The bigge t 
advantage using Java i that it can run on a wide range of platform . The appli t.i n in 
Java are compiled in a neutral tare, which means that they can be ported t man other 
platform . Java applet can be embedd ed in a web po e b u in th appl •lt:m nt. 
the application enables pro rrammers to create applications that run nan platfonn. 
nlike VB cript and Jn a ript, Java i r a full and ompl t obj [; ri nt d pro mrnin 
langua e, that can b _. u ted to write code for processin on the lient ide, od f r 
pro ', in · on th s rv r id e, or both. 
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Active Server ]>ages (ASP). 
ASP provides an extensive server-side platform 
independent scripts and ActiveX component. Thi. 
all ASP requests as standard HTML, lets a de eloper reats trul dynamic Web sites and 
online applications accessible by an brow er. 
Database access has also been extended in this ersion of IIS. ActiveX Data Objects 
(ADO) an ASP component, lets developers access and control data in any ODBC- or 
OLE DB-compliant database using any ActiveX scripting language. Developers can put a 
Web front end on almost any legacy database without arcane CGI programming. 
To tap into the power of ASP and server-side scripting, US includes native cripting 
engines for VBScript and JScript. Server plug-ins are available for other s riptin 
languages such as Perl, TCL, and REXX. 
An A P page is a document that re ide on the web server and that contain. a mi tur of 
HTML code and server-side scripts. Such scripts process requests corning from lient 
browsers and can build a response page for that particular client. This is an ad antag 
using ASP as it lets the developer create dynamic HTML pages that be downloaded b 
any browser that support plain HTML. For thi reason A P can pla 1 an imp rtant rol in 
Internet applications, whereas DHTML hould be u ed only in more controlled 
environments uch company Intranet. A P technolo&'Y d e not deli er pag ' ith 
animation and transition effect , rather with it a developer can create page on the fl that 
are customized for each client. 
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). 
HTML language i ju tone of the man markup Ian ua ' crest db a m t -lan ua a 
template for creatin Ian run e ·)called Standard eneralized Markup Langua 
It is relative! a strai ht-for\ ard Ian - ua e. The muin element in HTM ' 
first its simpf it to learn, because markup Ian uages do not ha· c trick programming 
stru ture to l mm su h a found in Vi ual Bo i , Ja a or . H M 
pr par h pert •xt do iurn •nt$. S • '{mdl , I ITML un be uutomati II en .ratcd b ! man 
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third party editors o developer do not n ed to 1 rim H'l M' ~c;, €~ 'iU~ ~\'.~- ·~~ g~ . Lastly, 
·t :t mi error like 
most other programming language 
carry on to the next line. 
HTML is not designed to be the WYSfWYG word proc ssor, unlike Microsoft Word and 
WordPerfect. Instead, it requires the user to construct documents with sections of text 
marked as logical units, such as titles, paragraphs and lists. The most convenient fact 
about HTML documents is that they can be prepared with a simple text editor, such as the 
NotePad (Windows PC), TeachText (Macintosh) or vi (Unix workstation). 
Dynamic HTML (DHTML). 
DHTML was introduced by Microsoft and Netscape in the 4.0 versions of their w b 
brow er .DHTML is a suite of technologie that give a web designer the abilit to add 
any functions to the web pages as quickly and easy as HTML. DHTML docs not r I on 
plug-in the vi itor might or might not have or doe not have complicated progrurnmin • 
languages, except maybe a little JavaScript. 
For most part, DHTML is created the same way as HTML and requir no pc i 1 
software to produce. Like HTML, DHTML should work with all brow er and on all 
platforms. DHTML also should be able to enhance the inreracti it and i ual appeal 
the web page. The reason as to why a web page u ing DHTML is o dynamic i be au e: 
1. it allow the d veloper to control the HTM di pla s the web pa le nt ent. 
2. it al o allows the document to react and change with the action of their web ite 
visitor. 
3. it has the ability to exactly position any element in the window and change that 
position after the docum nt ha· be en loaded. 
4. lastly it can hide and show content a needed. 
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eXtensiblc Markup Language (XML). 
XML was named as such because it is not a fixed formnt Uk0 '.:Tf''1h 
fixed set of tags that the author can u~e XML user. 
actually describe the contents of the element. 
JavaScript. 
There are two main scripting language in use on the client side web pages; Javascript and 
VBScript. However, Javascript is more wide) supported and implemented. Javascript 
varies greatly between Netscape and Internet Explorer, and in between different versions 
of the same browser, the only guarantee a developer that their script will be compatible is 
to test them. JavaScript can be used to construct powerful applications. 
The syntax of JavaScript is imilar to C language. JavaScript is the product of N L inpo 
Communications and Sun MicroSystems Inc. 
VB cript. 
VB Script was initially created by Microsoft to be a lightweight scripting lnnguug to 
interpret u er events triggered with Microsoft Internet xplorer brow er. VB ript wa 
actually created from Visual Basic for Application (VBA). The biggest differen e 
between VBA and VB Script is that VB cript prevent an file a e . hi. i be au c 
the primary objective of this cripting language is to prevent maliciou intent from 
harming underlying brow er ub tern . 
With the introducti.on of the II 3.0 and A P, VB cript can be executed on the web 
erver. lt can be u ed to create referen e · to control TML intrin i obj t ti e 
control or Java applets. Web pages can now take advantages of functionali 
in the native HTM by mabling V cript to manage and manipulate th HT 
model. Because VB Script is a ub et of VBA many Micro oft ffi e produ t t. • 
native VB Script ·od dire ti in ffice forms, 
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Microsoft Frontpage 2000. 
FrontPage 2000 comes as part of the Microsoft 
designing web pages. lt offers three view. of the web · a~, ·i e :, 'fffl~F tab gives a 
WYSIWYG (What You See ls What You Get) page roation v-i~w. which allows a 
developer to write pages without ha ing to ode the HTML explicitly. The 'HTML' tab 
allows the developer to code explicitly, thirdly the 'Preview' tab gives a quick view of 
what the page should look like in the browser. 
Frontpage 2000 is a powerful suite of programs that can a developer in designing 
dynamic, interactive World Wide Web sites. FrontPage Explorer, a feature of FrontPage 
2000, makes it easier to organize and maintain numerous files and folders that make up 
an ever-expanding Web site. FrontPage Editor makes it possible to create and dit 
HTML with the ease of word proce sing. With Frontf'age 2000, the developer will find 
that they can switch from edit mode to previewing the page or viewing the sour · od in 
a snap. Also, they are able to design tables using drag and drop features; nl 'O resize row. 
and columns quickly, making page layout easier. Text animati n and other sp ial ff L 
using Image Composer's sophisticated graphics and animation tools is hardl n ornple: 
task. The mo t interesting factor concerning FrontPage 200 i it abil it to reat 
navigation bars and buttons automatically, without any need for actual programming. 
Microsoft Access 2000. 
Microsoft Access 2000 provides two different modes. The fir t i an easy-to-u e menu- 
driven interface that allow the de eloper i ue command \i ithout an in-depth 
understanding of Access. The econd mode is the program mode that allov . th 
developer to store in tructions in a Visual Ba ic program file and e ·e ute all f them ,. ith 
one command. An Access application is a coordinated set of databa e obje ts· tabl 
forms, macro , qu ri .. ·, reports and module that enable a u er to maintain t.h dat f r t 
particular set of tasks. Jt 111 'O functions u an customized information tern for an 
or anization, No i e u · r of un A e ' nppli ation do not ne 'd t kn '· ve , mu h 
about Microsoft Ac es to operate an application. 
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2.7 DATABASE. 
Term database suffers from many different: interpreratir ·n- 
1 
·..; Q~v - 
database in short is, it is a self-describing olle tion of int~~l1l'.t a 
of database, the tile-processing system was used. 
With the database approach, the user interac s with a database application, which in tum 
interfaces with the DBMS, which accesses the database. 
Database 
V"--'"'-1 application 
(<:\ 
DBMS 
Database 
Figure 2. l Relationships of user, database application, DBMS and database. 
With the filing approach, the users of a different departments tend to keep records that arc 
duplicated. For example as in figure 2.2, where we ee that the user from the ustomer 
processing application will seek information from the cu tomer file and lhc us er from th 
rental processing application will seek information from the rental file. 
ustomer 
Processing 
Application 
Customer file user 
CJ~ 
Rental file user 
Rental 
Proce sing 
Applicauon 
Rental File 
Figur 2.2 Two Fl! Pr y tcrru 
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Benefits of the database approach. 
1. Minimal data redundancy - data dupli arion rn · 
once, this approach conserve, dis k spa " r:t well ·:i 
cost. 
2. Data consistency - data consistency is eliminated or reduced. 
3. Integrated data - data is organized into single logical structure. So, it is easy to 
relate one item of the data to another. 
4. Data sharing - allow u ers to share data according to the degree of rights given. 
5. Data accessibility - allows user to access data in a flexible manner. This simply 
means that query languages can be used to retrieve information selectively from 
database. 
6. Eases application development - new applications can be developed quick! 
using the existing data. ln the traditional approach, data and logi ar both 
combined in the same program. 
7. Uniform security, privacy and integrity controls - as database L entruliz d, 
relatively it is easier to protect data against all kinds of threats; that are u cidcnts 
or intentional. 
2.8 PROBL MS NCOUNT RED. 
During the course of this research, there were everal pr blem enc untercd. Alth ugh 
seemed minimal, they slowed down the rapid development of the re earch. 
I. hoosing the right software and language to be u c in th pr je t v a n tan a 1 
task as [ was to learn to use them in a short period of time. hoo ing the mo t 
easiest and imple to learn wa the mo t important criteria. 
2. I have to learn and use new software and languages, ome unfamiliar than 
previous! tudied. For e rarnple for the databa e, I ha e t Ii h up with rn , 
Micro 'Ofl A ce s 000, and Frontl'age 2000 for the web pag de i min . 
book ,, ire alwn s una uilc1bl tit th· libra du~ t 
Some books were also u few ears outdated eg. I ITML our eb ok \ 
in ·199 . 
nt 
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CHAPTER THRE METH 
3.1 INTRODUCTION. 
Methodology explains how and what are the tool , .. ofh~ retitMr@m~n~ and software 
YAND c, YS 
development process used in de igning thi 
oftw are process is a set of 
activities and associated results which produce a software product. A process model is 
chosen based on the nature of the project and the application~ the methods and tools to be 
used. 
System analysis focused on the development of the whole system. Decisions were made 
on the development model to follow depending on the system characteristics itself. Her 
after further and intense research done, the development tool were finally decided after 
taking into consideration factor relating directly to the system. 
Functional and Non-functional requirements of the system were also outlined amt taken 
into con ideration. Lastly the hardware requirements to enable the development of th 
system were listed down. 
3.2 lNFORMATJON GAT RING. 
Information gathering is not a very simple task. There were a lot of visits to the le turer 
and other sources to do research. In the cour e of gathering inf rmation for m r port 
there were several sources that r had u ed. 
earch engines. 
To look for useful website concerning name· and the considered software , I had to urf 
the Jnternet. They were able to guide and give me a clearer pi lure of the re r h that I 
was doing. Among the search engine· that I had used were; 
1. ahoo. om 
2. info· eek. iorn 
n lta i 'IQ. 0111 
4. Ill n, "Om 
·19 
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6. hotbot.com 
7. catcha.com 
Perpustakaan Utama Universiti Malaya. 
The main library has a vast amount of books that came in handy while carrying out this 
report. While mostly were a few years old, there were the new ones that were always in 
demand. Also the main library served as the main place to use the Internet for free, 
besides the faculty labs. 
Document room. 
The document room was a big help in assisting us in getting a more detailed idea on the 
contents of our Literature Review. From the past examples of the undergraduates at 
FSKTM, we could narrow down our topics and concentrate on new thesis topics. 
3.3 YST M D V L PMENT PR SS. 
There is no such thing as a right and wrong ystern development process. ifTerent 
ystem processes decompose these activities in different wa . 
In this project, the 'waterfall approach' is used. This model offer a visible mean in the 
making of the development proce s. Thi model is named a uch b cau of the a ad 
from one phase to another (Figure 3. I). 
20 
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Requirements 
analysis 
'. 
•r 
'. 
y tern and 
· software de ign 
Implementation 
& unit testing 
., ·~ 
Integration and 
system testing 
,, 
't. 
p rution and 
mnint n n o, 
Figure 3.1 The Wat rfall Mod I. 
The Waterfall approach is used in the development of this project as th de loprn nt 
stage are each completed before moving to the next. Thi rea on mak 
for development of the entire system. The main stages of the model mop onto the 
development activities; 
I. Requirement analysis In this stage the sy tern's ervices, c n traint and goal 
are e tablished 
2. System and software design Here the system design pro e partition the 
requirements to hardware or software y tern . lt e tabli he an erall y t m 
architecture. oftware design involves repre enting the software y tern function 
in a form that can be transformed into an e ·ecutable program. 
lmplcmentation and unit testing At thi level, the oft ware de ign i realized a. 
a set of pr rams or pro ram unit . nit t • tin 1 in ol erif in that "a h unit 
has met it spe ifi. nion ·. 
4. Integration and system t:estlng The individual program uni r the pr gram 
ar inte rat sd and t •91. d as u .ompl l , t ern to ·n. ur · 
mot. 
r uir m nt r 
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5. Operation and maintenance Th . st m is 1n~ta1 " 
Maintenance involves correcting error. whi ham :nq · 
of life cycle. 
This model is probably the most oldest and widely used for system and software 
development. However, we have to note that it too has several disadvantages and 
problems: 
I . In practice, these stages overlap and feed information to each other. During the 
design, problems with requirements are identified and so on. 
2. Although this approach can accommodate iteration, it does so indirectly. As a 
result, changes can cause confusion to the project team. 
3. It is difficult for the requirements to be stated explicitly. The Waterfall mod I 
requires this and has difficulty accommodating the uncertainty that may exist m n 
project. 
3.4 D V LOPM .. NT T OLS. 
Windows 2000 Server (Operating system). 
Operating system is a oftware that helps the computer carry out operating ta k 
displaying information on the computer screen and saving data on the disk . Window 
2000 Server i a very table and robu t operating s tem. It in lude Acti e Dire t. ry, a 
new directory service that unifies the acces and management of network and operating 
system re ources, a built-in infra tructure for network monitoring and upport f r -\ 
SMP hardware. 
It provides the preemptive multita king services required for a functional erver. It 
provides ex ellent support for Window Ii nt and in ori oral torn , 
protection ervice r required for n reliable server operating sy tern. 
Window 000 er r ro ·ka contain Mi re on Internet Informati n rv r v hi h i 
perf ti ompalibl • with th ~ rv ·r iomputin ' side: to develop the y tern u ing A P. 
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Microsoft Access 2000 (Database). 
l chose to use this software as I have o basi 
experience. Access is the main software used for 
programming background. 
RyperText Markup Language (HTML). 
HTML is a very easy language used for web page design that requires not much 
knowledge. I had not much trouble learning HTML for the development of the BabySpot 
website. 
VB Script. 
I found that with the introduction of the US 3.0 and ASP, VB Script can be executed on 
the web erver. It can be used to create references to control HTML intrin ic obj ts, 
ActiveX controls or Java applets. 
Web pages can now take advantages of functionality not found in the native HTML b 
enabling VB cript to manage and manipulate the HTML object model. B au e V 
Script is a subset of VBA, many Microsoft Office products use native VB Script code 
directly in Office forms. 
Active erver Pages (A P). 
ASP provides the capability for the web server to perform application logi and then 
deliver tandard HTML to client brow er. With A P, ript can deli er lient- id 
scripts such as VBScript and Java script to be executed on the client brow er. The 
rea on l found that ASP wa · irnple to u .e wa ecause I could r ate A Pin N t "Pa 
There are only two et back usin ' A P which is Asp only run on the Mi r oft platf rm 
using llS a a \ b ar pli at ion erv r, S .. ondl • is that A P r quir th d 
hav som • xperien and pro ramming skills. 
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Microsoft Frontpagc 2000 (Web page design). 
From what l understand, using FrontPage _ooo r qui 
experience. Now, this factor has definite! b en th main ft} . 
development of my web site. 
s ·,,ft}grammmg 
i @i , e, e 1@ use for the 
3.5 HARDWAR REQUJREMENTS. 
• Server with Pentium 166 MHz or higher Processor. 
• 32 MB Ram or higher. 
• 2. I GB hard disk. 
• Internet Explorer ready. 
• Monitor capable of achieving 800 x 600 resolution. 
• Mouse. 
3.6 FUNCTIONAL AND NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUTR MENTS. 
The functional requirements de cribe the ervice provided for the user by thi: s .t m, It 
also hould state how would the ystern react to particular inputs and how should th 
sy tern behave in particular situation . The non-functional requirement on nrrat on 
the constraints on the services or the functions offered by the system. They could include 
timing con traint , development proce s con traint tandards and o forth. 
In the on-line system proposed, the functional and non-functional requirement are Ii ted 
as below. 
l. Maintenance of Authorized users access to input new Admini tration 
records and Stora re record· or housekeeping in database. 
Module. No. Services and function Description 
ser arc pr vided with the ability t reen. 
di spla im . car hin . brow· the · item to sear h, either f r 
2. Adding, Authorized user is able to carry out tho e Adrnini tmtion 
ta 1ks to the database. 
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4. 
specific data or randomly, 
Feedback. 
Users of th . , tern has 
printout, ac ording to their own 1 : e; 
Feedback. 
Printing. 
5. 
suggestions on the ' h le tern. 
Table 3. I Functional requirements. 
Non-functional requirements. 
l. Reliability This simply means that the system does not produce dangerous or 
costly failures when it is used in a reasonable manner. BabySpot is developed to 
be reliable as it w111 undergo a series of tests before being fully used. 
2. Maintainability By referring to maintenance, it means that the system on l 
easily understood, corrected, adapted or enhanced. It is a degree to whi h 
architectural, data and procedural de ign can be extended. BabySpot is u b- 
based system databa e that will be easily maintain by the administration. 
3. Response time This refer to the amount of time taken for the system to r a 110 a 
user or administration request. BabySpot response time will be minimized as little 
as possible to ensure that u ers are not irritated by low respon e. 
4. Robustness Refers to the quality that causes the system to be able to handle or at 
lea t avoid di aster in the ca e of unexpected data. 
5. User-friendliness This refers to the ability of the system to be able to reach out 
the user , which ever level. A user-friendly s tern gain u er tTU t for it 
simplicity and incomplexity. Baby'Spot will have user-friendly creens that e en 
novice u er will have no problem brow ing. The home creen ' ill ha ea main 
screen menu to enable users to proceed to the elected screen . 
. 7 TRU T I. DD_. IGN. 
tructured desi n is th methodology u 'ed b software engineer t anal data 
t m that' ill be converted full or partially into a mput ·r pr gram. ith 
structur ·d dcsi n, we ian 'r ot· an sb tract model of the . tern to mprehend the 
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system and organise it into an efficient, und erstan dablc ~~tig,: 
with a data flow diagram. 
Data flow diagram (DFD) are a method of analysing hov data tfows and is processed 
within an application. Data flow is the flow of data from one element in a data flow 
diagram to another. It is not a process in any way. 
Parents Normal - users 
Suggestions for name 
Name request / ..., Meaning and origir Baby reque 
~ Spot - ,. .... 
Database 
\ 
Baby name Printout 
Print. . Feedback .. 
Figure 3.2 A context level flow diagram for the y tern. 
Figure 3.2 above explains briefly how the data flow from the database upon request from 
u er . The u ers are given the option to printout' t.he meaning of the name ba d n their 
choice or to suggest or give their comments on the services. 
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Users Baby pot 
darabas 
Printout 
meanmg. 
Figure 3.3 A DFD of the Printing Subsystem. 
ln Figure 3.3, it explains the flow of data upon request from the user for a printout. This 
subsystem is only an option, so the user may choose to or not to have a printout. When 
there is a request for a printout, after finding the origins or the meaning of a name, the 
subsystem will generate a printout. 
ame request - ~ .. I. I 
01 n _mean - 
View ..... 
name 
oroscope reque 
1.2 
View 
horosc- 
ope 
1.3 
D guest book - ... . - Write 
suggesti 
ons 
\. 
Sugge tions 
About us 
1.4 
R nd 
llbOut 
Bob Sp- 
)t Flsu" . OFD of' 1 h 
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CHAPTER 4 SYST M DESlGN. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION. 
System design is both a process and a model. The design fH'~~ ss is ~@qu@nce of steps 
that enable the developer to describ all aspects of the s_ st rn 'built The design model 
begins by representing the totality of the system to be built, and slowly refines it to 
provide guidance for constructing each detail. 
The design must implement all of the explicit requirements contained in the analysis 
model, and it must accommodate all of the implicit requirements desired by the user. 
Besides that, the design must be readable, understandable guide for those who generate 
code, do testing and subsequently support the system. The design should provid a 
complete picture of the system, addressing the data, functional and behavioral domains 
from an implementation per pective. 
Basic design principle enables a developer to navigate the system process for bctt r 
under tanding. Among the good set of basic principle are Ii ted below: 
./ The design process should not suffer from tunnel vision. A good d eloper 
should consider alternative approache , each based on the requirements of th 
problems . 
./ The design should be traceable to the analysis model. Because a single element 
of the de ign model often traces to multiple requirement· it is neces a tc ha ea 
means for tracking how the requirements have been sari fied by the de ign model. 
./ The design should reinvent the wheel. ysrems are con tructed u ing a et f 
design patterns, many of which have been encountered before. De ign time 
should be inve red in repre enung truly new idea and integrating th part that 
already exist. 
./ The design should exhibit uniformity and integration. A de ign i unif rm if it 
appears that on· per on de eloped the entire s tern. Rul of tyl hould "' 
de fin ·d b ·for' de i n works be tin, A desi n is int.e irated if ar • i taken in 
dcfininc int rfb · betw n de ·ign ornponents. 
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./ The design should be constructed to nuoimnotlntl' t'1hftnA~: 
system should be able to accommodate unus unl 
' l-designed 
4.2 DATABAS DESfGN. 
Data storage is considered to be the heart of an information system. The general 
objectives in the design of a data storage are listed below: 
• Purposeful information retrieval. 
• Efficient data storage. 
• Data availability. 
• Efficient updating and retrieval. 
• Data integrity. 
There are two approaches to the storage of data; that is to store data in individual files, 
each unique to a particular application and to built a databa e. atabascs arc not m r l. 
collection of files. Instead it is a central source of data meant to be shared by many users 
for a variety of applications. 
The heart of a database is the DBMS (database management system), which allows the 
creation, modification and updating of the database the retrieval of data and gen ration 
of report The database administrator is the person to en ure the database meets its 
objectives. 
The database schema defines a database's structure, its tables, relationship , domain , and 
bu ine rules. A databa e i a de ign, the foundation on which the databa i built. 
the schema has been designed the next step is creating the database table u ing the 
DBM tables creation tools. Table 4. I shows one of the man table in ol d in th' 
system, that is the database administrator table. 
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Field name D s ription -- Data type 
User JD Text 
t:h database. 
Loginame Text Adminis trator L' gin ftM'l@, 
Pword Text Pas ' ord i needed to access the database. 
Username Text Administrator full name. 
Userlog Memo Administrator ov,111 log. 
Table 4.1 Example of the database administrator table. 
4.2.1 DAT ABASE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS. 
In order to built an effective database and related applications, the developer must 
become thoroughly familiar with the users' model. In relation to the Babyfipot databas '. 
before pursuing technical problems, I had to first select all the features I wanted to 
include, who were the u er and so on. This familiarity was obtained earl in th 
development process by gathering information, either by interviewing prospe rive users, 
u ing the Internet and library. 
A general strategy was used for developing the BabySpot database, that is the Top-down 
development. Thi approach proceed from the general to pecific. It begin with a tud 
of the strategic goals of the system, the means by which tho ·e goals can be accomplished, 
the information requirement that mu t be ·ati sfied to reach tho e goals and the · tern 
necessary to provide that information. By using this high-level model in my propo ed 
sy tern, will make It ea ier to work progre ively downward toward more detailed 
descriptions and models. 
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Ml 
M2 M_ 
MS M6 M7 
M8 
Figure 4.1 Top-down development. 
Referring to Figure 4. I, using the Top-down development, the module subordinat to 
the main control is incorporated into the structure either a depth-first or breadth-first. 
Selecting depth-first integration, M 1, M2 and MS would be constructed and int rat d 
first. Then, M8 or if necessary, M6 will be integrated. Next, the central and right-hand 
control paths are built. Breadth-first integration incorporate all components dir tly 
subordinate at each level, moving across the structure horizontally. From the figure M2 
MJ and M4 would be integrated first followed by MS M6 and so on. 
4.2.2 DATA MOD LUNG. 
Data modeling is the proces of creating a repre entation of the u er view of the data. It 
is the mo t important task in the development of the effe rive databa e appli at ion. 
An entity is something that can be identified in the user s work environment for the u ers 
to track. These entitie can be explained bcne. in it a ociation in another relation hip. 
In the BabySpot database, the relationship among the databa e and the u er of the tern 
is relation hip of' d ~ iree and often referred to as binary relati n hip . 
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Database ~1 N I ._____r~~ ~ ==="======="" 
Figure 4.2 1 :N Binary relationship between d tabase nd s1 filem U§@IS. 
The numbers inside the relationship diamond in Figure 4.- shox s the maximum number 
of entities that occur on one side of the relationship. The binary relationship is one-to- 
many. This is because there is one database to access by many users, including parents, 
administrator and normal users. 
4.3 ARCHlTECHTURE DESlGN. 
Today, effective system architecture and its explicit representation and design have 
become dominant themes in software and systems engineering. What is archite tur 
Architecture is the way in which the components of the system are integrated to form a 
cohesive whole. It is the degree to which the system meets its stated purpose and • ati fie. 
the user needs. It also means reducing the risks associated with the construction of the 
system. 
Why is architecture design important? First, with architecture design, repre entation are 
an communication between all parties intere ted in the d vel pment of the tern. 
Secondly, the architecture highlights early de ign decisions that will have a profound 
impact on all software and y tern engineering work that follow and a imp rtant on th, 
ultimate success of the ystern as an operational entity. Lastly, architecture con, titute a 
relatively mall , intellectually under tandable model of how the tern is tructured and 
how its components work together. 
Architectural design model and architectural patterns ontained within it ar tran ferabl . 
This simply means that the architectural design can be applied to the de ign of other 
s tern and r spr s ·nt n s -'t of abstruction that enable s tern de lop r t de rib, 
architecture in a predictable method. 
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User of 1.1 m, 
Administrator mode. Parents and normal users. 
Password processing 
system .. 
Search, Browse, 
Read interfaces, 
Print. 
System 
configuration 
controller 
Housekeeping . 
Figure 4.3 BabySpot architecture design. 
Figure 4.3 depicts the ystem 's architecture de ign, The users of the system L 
divided into two main categories, that is the normal user; e.g.parcnts, Internet users and 
the administrator module. The normal u ers have limited function t:o th tern. 
However, the authorised administrator has the access to carry out certain function relating 
to the maintenance of the ystem. 
Client 
program 
Baby brow er 
Request A P document erv r 
program ~or data/D 
R .... t-.--d etneve ata 
BabySpot server web server 
Fi ur 4.4 Bub pot. Dutabi1s · Ar hit tur 
Fi ur • 4.4 d epicts th database architecture of the web site. The database i wh re all the 
nnme: and the m min or· stored and rotri •v .d. Wh ·n a requ t L m d u r, th 
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The results are sent as response to the browser. The results 
names, are processed by the browser and displa ed on the j;©t::ii: 
4.4 USER fNTERFACE DESTGN. 
The user interface of a system is often the mo t important factor in which that system will 
be judged. An interface that proven to be difficuJt to use wilJ result in high level of user 
error. ln can so happen that system will end up discarded without taking into 
consideration its functionality. In designing a user interface, generally there are a few 
design principles that need to be fulfilled . 
./ User familiarity The interface should use terms and concepts which are drawn 
from the experience of the anticipated class of user . 
./ Consistency The interface should be consistent in that comparable operations 
should be activated in the ame way . 
./ Minimal surprise Users should never be surprised by the behaviour of the 
y tern . 
./ Recoverability The interface should include mechanisms to allow user to 
recover from their errors . 
./ Users guidance The interface should incorporate some form of context- ensitive 
u er guidance and assi tance. 
In de igning BabySpot user interfaces, intended u ers of the y tern were carefully 
understood and tudied, including profile of u er age, ex, physical abilitie ducan n 
cultural background, motivation and personality. Re ults of the study, 1 came to conclud 
that u ers can be categoriz d as: 
Novices. No syntactic knowledge of the sy tern and little semantic knowledg of the 
appli ation or omput er u · 11 in ieneral. 
Knowledgeable, intermittent u8crs. Rea onable emantic knowled of the application 
but r lati el low r all of s nractic information nece sary to u e the int rf: 
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Knowledgeable, frequent users. Good s manti nn j s. 
leads to the 'power-user syndrome'; 
abbreviated modes of interaction. 
4.4. I GRAPHICAL USER TNTERFACE. 
GUI (Graphical User Interface) is not something uncommon anymore. They are available 
on all PCs, Apple computers and Unix workstations. Table 4.2 depicts the principle 
characteristics of GUT. The advantages of GUJ are: 
I. They are relatively easy to learn. Users with no computing experience can learn to 
use the interface after brief exposure or training. 
2. The user has multiple screens for the system interaction. Switching from one to 
another i possible without losing sight of information generated during th first 
task. 
3. Fast, full-screen interaction is possible with immediate access to anywhere on th 
screen. 
Characteristics Description 
Windows Multiple windows allow different information to be displayed 
simultaneously on the user's screen. 
Icons Icons represent different types of information. n ome y terns 
icon represent files, others, icon represent proces es. 
Menus Commands are selected from a menu rather than typed m a 
command language. 
Pointing A pointing device such as the mouse is used for selecting choices 
from a menu or indicating item of intere t in a window. 
Graphics Graphical elements can be mixed with text on the arne di play. 
T1bl 4.2Thechurnctcristi sofGUI. 
Bab Spot user int ·rfa e is de .i ned not only to ac ommodate all I I u er , but al 
user-friendly. The main homepage is designed to avoid too much of informati n n one 
po . 'I h oth 'rs r na will appear when selected b a user, 
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Figure 4.5 shows the prototype of the system s mnin F ~Si:\ ~ J1~.i1 dle~~ ·1:· sn specific 
links the next screen will appear. ff the user clicks on th@ ~M- s ~ r ·k immediately 
the page will appear. 
Database list of 
names.(scroll 
function) 
l 
Search 
Home 
Suggestions! 
Horoscope 
About the 
meaning 
About Us 
Print 
Figure 4.5 BabySpot Main Page. 
Browse Section 
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4.5 EXPECTED OUT OM,.,. 
Names 
Main page. 
Search. Browse. 
Suggestions. 
Baby 
Horoscope. 
About 
BabySpot. 
Figure 4.7 The interrelatednes of the system. 
The expected outcome of the system is summarized in Figure 4. 7. The main page will b 
interrelated with the six main features of the sy tern. With thi al o, the u er interfa es 
will not only be user-friendly, but also attractive and colourful. 
4.6 ONCLU I N. 
In conclusion, BabySpot will be suitable for Malaysia as it will provide service not only 
for one race or religion but all at just one pot. The exi ting 
separately designed system for each race and religion. I expect this y tern will b 
popular among multi-racial countrie a children the e day are from mix d marriage . 
The forecasted activity chart for this program i attached in Table 4. a below. odin 
and the implementation took UJ to ma cimum ei •ht we k . Thi wa be au I " a n t 
familiar with th lun ua es and software used so time wa taken for trial and · rror. Th 
· t m anal sis and d linition and as well as the s tern and softw r de ign h d . 11 
ornpl 't ·d in th · be innin of April. The second part which was the oding phas and so 
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on began in May. The coding took up two months, ,, hi')~ '.t1 e ft:~ti~~ ~(,); 1' ff most three 
weeks to complete due to minor problems. 
Activity Dur-ation(w@@ks) 
System analysis and definition - 
System and software design 2 
Coding and implementation 8 
Testing and maintenance 3 
Documentation 2 
Table 4.3 Activity chart. 
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CHAPTER 5 SYSTEM IMPL MENTATION. 
5.1 INTRODUCTION. 
Prior to the implementation phase, the coding s" ti 1 1ma ,: :k§" ·J2' -a~~. Due to 
unavoidable problems, the development tools that I had propcsed ~H@:r h~d some minor 
adjustments. 
ft is here in the system implementation stage, the system is realized as a set of program 
or programs units. The development tools and programming languages used for the 
development of this web site were Windows 2000 Server (operating system), HTML 
(programming language), ASP (web programming language), VB Script (scripting 
language), Microsoft FrontPage 2000 (development tool) and Microsoft Access 2000 
(database). 
To get a better feedback from the users, a survey in the form of a questionnaire was 
carried out. Initially, about 60 questionnaires were sent out, but only 50 mana 1 d t b 
returned. From the results of the questionnaire, I was able to make a few analysis, whi h 
will be presented in the next section. 
5.2 SURV Y RESULTS. 
KNOWLEDGE OF NAME MEANING 
Fi ur , I Pi hurt thnt shows p r ntag ' or us ers knowing the rneanin f th · r nam 
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names. Although they might be curious, many often do nt>'l ~1~ - ~v 
name. 62 percent of the survey results show that th publi ~it~, ,t 
In fact, even though they think they know the meaning of their nam@.lt turned out to be 
wrong. 
DINTERNET 
Cl FAMILY, FRIENDS 
BBOOKS 
DOTHERS 
SOURCE OF NAME KNOWLEDGE 
1 
Figure 5.2 The source of name knowledge. 
Out of the 50 survey results, 32 percent understood the meaning of their name well. From 
that point, l found out the various methods for them in earching for the meaning of th ir 
name. I had divided that question into four answers; which are the lnternet, famil and 
friends, books and other sources uch as the televi ion. 
The most popular answer selected was the Internet and name books with each ta.nding at 
42 % and 32 %. The introduction of Internet ha cau ed man to do their ear hin :r nth 
Internet. However, there are many who still rely on books, even though it take a longer 
time to achieve. 
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SATISFACTION ON OTHER wsa S: 
Figure 5 .3 Satisfaction level on other baby names web sites 
The next most important thing was I really wanted to research was the satisfaction of the 
internet users. While there are many baby names web site on the Internet, many of them 
prove to cater for only either English or Chinese or Malay names. even if there or, 
combinations of them, the selection of names were just not suitable for Malaysians. 
As the pie chart shows, only 24 percent of the users are satisfied with the service gi n to 
them on baby names. Among the reason of their dissatisfactory is as listed above and 
above all, Malaysians felt that the web site were not suitable for Malaysian born bab 
names. 
5.3 MICROSOFT INTERNET TNFORMATfON RVER (llS). 
Microsoft Internet lnformation erver(llS) 3.0 i a comprehen ive elution that' ill help 
Windows 2000 Server because it accommodates for both small and large web ite . II 
3.0 comes with powerful extras, including Active Server Page for building dynamic 
Web pages, Crystal Reports for custom reporting, Microsoft FrontPage 2000 for site 
management, lndex Server for advanced searching, and Net how for n-dernand 
multimedia. n top of that, llS is available for free as a download or with the purchase of 
its required S, Windows 2000, erver. 
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'-~. 
Functions Power ,.._ s .. c 
Documentation Excellent ,Q(ii 
Installation/configuration Good B~e~l ®flt 
Management/administration Excellent Excellent 
Content and site management Good Excellent 
Security Good Excellent 
Web development Excellent Excellent 
Table 5.1: Suitability of the IlS tasks. 
IIS's tight integration with Windows 2000 Server is immediately apparent. TlS uses 
Windows 2000 Server's User Manager to maintain users and groups, saving a user the 
trouble of maintaining multiple sets of network and Web site users. I IS also utilize, 
Windows 2000's Event Viewer and Performance Monitor to view such items as bytes 
sent per second and current I reque ts. 
1 also found out that ns to be an extremely capable performer all around one that would 
suit any web site's needs. llS performed very well serving static pages and handling 
ISAPT processing on the server side. Depending on the client load, HS held its own 
against or outperformed Netscape servers on any platform with tatic page and when a 
user added ISAPI to the mix US began to outshine its competitors boding well for it 
scalability. 
!IS comes with three default services: WWW, FTP, and opher. Its Internet ervice 
Manager (ISM) application controls these ervices on this or any other llS erver on th 
network. For remote administration, you can run an HTML version of ISM from a 
browser. Mapping logical URLs to directorie · is traightforward but 11 an't map to a 
directory on another server, a feature enterprise handles easily. 
II trul ex 3IS tit ont nt and site management by way of the worth rontPage _ 
The simple-to-use rrontPoge editor lets a user build complex web page and A tive 
srv ir Pa without havin • to write a single line of I TM code. th r gem that. 111 
with II in ludo Ind S rv r I. I und NetShow. Using Index erver, I al o can index and 
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search site content and perform advanced search "S on dt)~;l· ,, i~.n 
NetShow add-in, a user can deliver audio, video t ext, ruui ·"i·., ,.<!ii"".,_," ~S u · rs on low- 
bandwidth networks using multicasting and data-streaming ·t~ehn.·i~ij~ : 
With the 
Building on Windows 2000 Server's security prowess IlS provides additional levels of 
security. T can restrict access to a directory or URL by user group, or IP address, or by 
using Windows 2000's Challenge/Response authentication or SSL 3.0. But unlike 
Netscape Enterprise Server, IIS cannot limit access by host or domain name. 
To obtain US 3.0 is not very difficult. We can download it from Microsoft's web site. 
Both versions are direct upgrades from IlS 2.0, which comes with Windows 2000 Server 
4.0. TIS 3.0 proves that being a Webmaster no longer means a user have to be a Unix 
expert or CGI programmer. Whether you are implementing a small intranet or a tar e 
Internet site on a Windows 2000 platform, this intuitive package could be the web scrv ·r 
for you. 
5.4 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT ENVTRONMENT. 
The development environment refers to the requirements that is acquired by the t m 
feasibility includes the hardware and software specifications. The software specifications 
are listed in the Table 5.1 below. 
Software Module Description 
Microsoft Windows 2000 Server System requirement perating system 
Microsoft Internet Information erver System requirement Web server 
(llS) 
Microsoft Access 2000 System requirement Database server 
Microsoft Frontpage 2000 System development Web page coding 
Internet xplorer 4.0 System development W b page bro m 
Tobi 5.2 Software ·· ecifications p 
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The hardware requirements that fulfilled to the d velopment ~,'t ·~ ~~f s: § ~~a : 
• Server with Pentium 166 MHz or higher f roo ~-. 
• 32 MB Ram or higher. 
• 2. 1 GB hard disk. 
• Internet Explorer ready with a dual speed 10/100 MBPS Ethernet PCI 
Adapter. 
• Monitor capable of achieving 800 x 600 resolution. 
• Mouse. 
• Printer. 
5.5 PROGRAM CODlNG. 
Coding is the process of translating the design specifications into source codes that the 
computer can read and process. Without the proper programming standards, this would 
make source codes very difficult to trace, debug and maintain. 
Coding styles refers to the styles and rules that is an important attribute to the our ' 
codes. It can determine the intelligence of the program. Among the few programming 
styles that can be followed are: 
I. proper variables or fields naming that does not go against reserved name . 
2. standard paragraph indentation for neatne 
3. complex and compound statements are kept as simple as possible to avoid 
confusion. 
As mentioned earlier, the programming language used in the BabySpot were VB Script, 
Active Server Pages and HTML. 
A P is a technology that allows a user to dynamically generate brow er-neutral content 
using erver-sidc s ripting, The code for this .cripting can be written in an of e eral 
language and is embedded in special tags inside the otherwise-normal HTML code 
making up o pa. of content. This heterogeneous scripting is interpreted b th , b 
s ·rv r onl upon the II nt s requ ·st for the content. 
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Tn processing the server-side script, VB Script was us cd, 1 ·11n~1~ ljs;M' a siu 'I· 1~ source 
code that shows the use of VB Script below. 
<%@LANGUAGE= "VBSCRTPT"o/o> 
<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<TITLE>Sample</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 
Tn designing the main page, HTML was used. The sample source code that was used is as 
follows. 
<html> 
<head><title>BabySpot Homepage</title></head> 
frameset rows="20%, * "> 
<frame name="Title" src="Title.htm"> 
<frameset cols="22%, *"> 
<frame name="Navigator" src="Navigator. htm "> 
<frame name="Content" src="Main.asp"> 
</frameset> 
<no frames> You need a frames-enabled browser to view this page. </noframes> 
/frameset> 
</html> 
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5.6 SUMMARY. 
f n the first part of the Thesis; the Literature Review, T done t~~· 
was quite confused between server-side scripting and henhicl© S·~·~!!ng, 1 ~()t my facts 
right after that, and was able to continue with the de eloprnent of the web site. 
Developing a web site using ASP was quite difficult, especiall for novices like myself It 
is a powerful web application development tool. It just took some time for getting used to 
it. 
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CHAPTER 6 SYSTEM TESTlNG. 
6.1 fNTRODUCTION. 
During the testing stage, the programs units or programs ~ :nt0~tefl and tested as a 
complete system to ensure that the software requirements ha e been meet. 
Once the source code has been generated, the system must be tested to uncover and 
correct as many errors as possible. Testing phase is divided into 3 main parts; which are 
the unit testing, the integrated testing and system testing. 
6.2 UNIT TESTING. 
Unit testing focuses verification effort on the smallest unit of system design; that is to 
uncover errors within the boundary of the module. For example, unit testing can be in the 
form of testing whether the hyperlink text in the page are working. This can be done by 
directly clicking it to ee if it moves to the right site that is required to appear. 
6.3 INTEGRATlON TESTfNG. 
Integration testing is a systematic technique for constructing the program structure while 
at the same time conducting tests to uncover error associated with interfacing. Th 
objective is to take a unit tested component and build a program structure that has been 
dictated by design. 
In the integration testing, the web site and database is tested together. The database will 
retrieve data from the database erver and publish it on the web page. Though at time it 
may seem that the database design is simple, it is good as long as it serve a good quality 
of data and runs smoothly. 
6.4 SYST M TESTfNG. 
After the integration testing, the system is completely assembled as a package. At this 
point of time a finnl series of s stem tests are carried out. The s tern can be aid t t e 
validated once the system functions in the manner expected. 
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System testing can be divided into three main parts; 'h'~·~ J't1 t· e : ·l§':,. testing, 
performance testing and acceptance testing. The fun tion 1@s·h1.· :§ tt'9s ut fQ validate 
whether the system performs functions as spe ified in the r~~lli~ ~- §· !.§ l·p~@ifications. 
The performance testing compares integrated component. witl1 :IU:m- fu...netional system 
requirements, including security, accuracy, integrit and speed. Among the criteria 
important to validate during the performance te tis the: 
1. speed of data retrieval. 
2. security precautions required. 
3. consistency in the data availability. 
4. precision accuracy in the data, function and process. 
5. response time to user inquiry and error detection. 
6. system reliability and robustness. 
Unlike the first two testing which is done by the developer, the user testing is carri d out 
by the user before the roll out of the system. Once the user validates the system, t:hc 
system is generally referred to as a validated system. 
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Unit testing Unit testing 
Integration testing 
System testing -----1 
i--------1 
Function testing 
Performance testing 
Acceptance testing 
Installation testing 
System ready to use 
Figure 6.1 Sequence of system testing. 
6.5 TOP-DOWN TESTING. 
A testing strategy is general approach to the testing process rather than a method of 
devising particular system or component: te ts. Different te ting straregie ma be 
adopted depending on the system to be tested and the development process used. The 
strategy used for the testing of this web site is top-down testing. 
Top-down testing tests the high levels of a system before testing its detailed components. 
After the top-level components has been tested, its sub-component are implemented and 
tested in the same wa . This process continues recursively until the bottom-level 
omponents are implemented. The whole system may then be complete! te te . 
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The advantage of using this approach is that unnotice i d ~i~11 ~fP:iI~ c.kt- p,e <: et{lleled at an 
early stage in the testing process. This method can save ,~, sear, 0~'§ t't>n can be 
corrected with undue costs. Top-down testing ha, a furth r 'tlu.11 j:, ,' §' ~\lt?fking system 
is available at an early stage in the development. This partly imP"}rtru1t te those heavily 
involved in the development of the system, 1t. pro ides feasibility statistics to the 
management. 
However, there is a disadvantage using this approach. The testing may be difficult to 
observe. Jn many systems, the higher levels of that system do not generate output, but in 
order to test the system, they are forced to do so. So, the tester must create an artificial 
environment to test the results. 
Leve12 Level2 
Level 1 
Level 2 
Level 3 Sub 
Figure 6.2 Top-down Approach. 
Level 2 
6.6 MMARY, 
In conclusion, l can define the testing phase has a dual function, ne, is of course to 
e, tablish the presence of defects in the program and second is to judge v heth r or not th 
sy uem is usable in practice. A developer must always remember to include te ting a a 
s hedul • te tin LlS part of the project planning proce s. 
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CHAPTER 7 SYSTEM EVALUATION 
7.1 INTRODUCTION. 
After the development phase, coding phase, and the impl@m@nm,,·@ ~· as@. we have to 
evaluate a system or ant other system for that sake. System e. aluilti~n fa carried for many 
reasons. Among the important ones are the reasons to make evaluate our system as whole 
to find out its strengths, weaknesses and the possibility of future enhancements. 
7.2 SYSTEM STRENGTHS. 
System strengths relates to all the positive features of this system. It also point outs the 
efficiency of this system over the existing ones. 
1. Good use of colours- Colours can do wonders to a website. In Babyspot colours 
are used moderately to entice users to the website. The use of colours are 
balanced so as not to over do it. 
2. Good user interface design- The user interfaces in the website are kept as imple 
as possible for two main reasons. One, is so that the users will not be confused 
when using and two, so that the web page does not look messy and cluttered. 
3. Informative information- The wonderful factor about this website is that a user 
w111 gain information about his or her or maybe someone's name. This way au er 
can learn and build a positive knowledge on their name. 
4. Design for multi-racial country- To say the la t, this ystem i de igned 
specifically for Malaysia as there are many races here. It caters for all the types of 
names; nglish, Malay, Indian and Chinese. The names provided in the databa e 
all popular names in Malaysia not unfamiliar names such as Archimedes 
( nglish), Quotsarn (Malay-Islamic), uo ( hinese), or ambath Indian). 
7.3 SYST--M LIM(TATI NS. 
Jn everything or any system that we develop, there will somehow be some ort of 
limitations en thou h how I erfect the system was to design to be. Bab pot ha a fev 
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limitations, even though not major ones. Th 
limitations of the website. 
l. Transmission line- Though the system ma be d~J~· e· ! if the line of 
connection is bad, the system will not function. It will either hang (;)f simply fail to 
retrieve the data. 
2. Knowledge usmg Internet- Although designed with the most simple user 
interface, it requires the user to have at least some basic knowledge on how to use 
the Internet. The user must know where and how to key in the URL address or 
they might be able to search for the site. 
3. Incomplete Chinese names database- Although the system will give the meaning 
for a Chinese name, the meaning is only for one name at a time. This means, if the 
user's name is Chen Shen Huei, the search will first be for Chen, and then Shen 
and lastly followed by Huei. What made it difficult for the hinese name was th 
fact that their names are dependent on the Chinese writing. For example, Li can 
be pronounced in many ways, thus the many meanings of it. 
4. No graphics- Due to my own incapability, I had not added to my web site 
graphics as the coding phase took up most of my time. Basically the web it is a 
very simple web site with users main intention is to find out the meaning of their 
names and a few other small functions. 
7.4 PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS. 
In any project carried out, there will be some problems to it. In de igning this web ite 
came across a few problems. However with proper guidance, I was able to find a solution 
to them. 
I. Time constraint- Time was very precious during this project. ach phase was 
given a period of time to complete, nee one phase is put on hold th next h 
and after that are all effected. A lot of time was spent on the coding and 
impl ementation phas ', cousin me to hove limited time on the te ting and 
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important role in helping me carry out the doou 1 ~. 
documentation of the previous year students' work, 1 
report. 
2. The installation of Windows 2000 Server and IIS- in the course of this project, I 
had to convert my CPU into a server. Although I bad previously installed servers 
during my Industrial Training, I had never anticipated doing my own. After 
continuously failing to install, I managed to get it right. 
3. No prior experience- I had never designed a web site before. Even during my 
Industrial Training, I had only used Clipper and Visual Basic for programming. 
So, learning the web-based programming language and development tools took 
some time as l never had the knack for programming. I had managed to solve m 
problem by surfing the Internet. There are many sites that offer help to novices in 
their quest for new knowledge. The sites I had visited are listed in the reference 
section. They were a big help in giving tutorials and guides. 
4. Limited library reference- Due to financial constraints, I had to go to the UM 
Library often to get reference books. However, Thad observed that the library had 
very limited good choices of books on the open stack . Most of them were 
outdated for about five to six years. As for the 'red spot' books, it was very 
difficult to actually try to borrow them. To overcome this problem, I had to 
actually fish out money to purchase quality books or rather buy and exchange 
with friends and of course the Internet 
7.5 FUTURE :NHAN EM NT. 
Although the web site is a. complete to roll out site, I wish for future enhancements. Thi 
will not only make Bab Spot even popular but make as the same tandard a the ther 
existing web ites on baby names. 
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1 . More graphical effects- The web site is presented in ·he ·tt10 t ·t;raJght forward 
form. There are no graphics and beautiful backgrounds to them, In future, I wish 
to add all these to my web site to make it more appealing to users. 
2. Online chat room- Also, like many other web sites, an online chat room will 
definitely encourage many users to chat with each other and express their 
opinions on various matters. 
3. Main baby names center- I also hope to make BabySpot a main center for 
Malaysians. Besides that I would like to enhance all its features, like maybe I can 
have section for mothers-to-be. There can be guides and tips for them to follow. 
7.6 CON LUSI N. 
In conclusion, developing BabySpot had taken up most of my time as there were ju. t to 
many things for me to learn. Being a slow learner in programming, developing this, eb 
site was the greatest challenge in the past 3 years of studies. 
Without this project, I would not know to do certain things such as to program in HTML, 
some basic knowledge in VB Script and ASP. This experience will definitely help me in 
my future undertaking . 
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USER MANUAL. 
l.O PURPOSE OF BABYSPOT. 
A name can say a whole lot about someone. Parents often n@:tU~ tie· .. ~B:~ ~~r maybe 
their loved ones or someone famous. ln relation to a.11 thi: ·B~l~d ~~t will serve as a 
means of searching and browsing for baby names. While it may seem that this particular 
system will be appropriate for parents, it will provide service for users interested in 
finding out the meaning of their names and the origins, and for those just keen in 
knowing the meaning of a certain name. 
The most interesting factor about this system is that it will be able to accommodate all the 
names of babies in Malaysia. This means that just at one stop, a user will be able to 
access either English, Malay, Chinese or Indian names. It will provide service for the 
multi-racial countries in the world, such as Malaysia. 
2.0 HOW TO ACC SS. 
BabySpot is a web-based system. In order to access the web site, I would suggest that the 
user use the Microsoft lnternet Explorer 5.0. H can be best viewed with the 800 600 
pixels resolution with 16 bits colours. 
Users can also view the web site at the URL : 
http://localhost/Babyspot/ 
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3.0 USER INT ... Rf A ES. 
3.1 Tl IE MAIN PAGE. 
The main for BabySpot is as shown below. 1 have explained b®t'~~ ·, ·'ll'f ·~ l:!§@the main 
page. 
t All the names (from the database) will be listed in the name list box. 
2. A name/keyword can be typed in the space given at the 'Search' button. Wh n a 
user cli k the "Search' button, all the names containing the keyword will be listed 
down in the name Ii t box. 
e. 1 "Jun" is keyed and "Search" button is pressed, in the name list box, the name 
will be listed. Its name 111t:ani111 will be given in the description section. 
If one ofth · render i checked the names in the list box will be refre hed to filter 
out u ordin 11 . Th·. am· O"S for races checkboxes. 
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5. Users may click the "print" button to obtain ah .rd OP) Clf th® :S@1@@t@d name. 
4. Once a name is selected (the name will be hi )hli•1htg0 j. i · l c'~ ~ef ~~ft find the 
description for the name i.e: origins, Ian ua e re. b)1""·i~·,: .. gt:r: 
6. As you can see the frame on the left h nd side links to this Main Page, as well as 
suggestion, horoscope and About Us. 
3.1.1 EXAMPLE OF A NAME SELECTION. 
For example, say that 1 want to know the meaning of Rachel. I can either use the search 
button or browse the database in order to find out. 
So, when r use the browse button, first 1 have to select the gender as female and race as 
English. Then I click the browse button. The meaning of the name will appear as shown 
below. 
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3.1.2 PRINT OUT FUN TION. 
If r wanted to print out the result of my search, a.11 l have t,; 
page bearing the layout of the name will appear and th n rhe u.:~f 
of that page is shown below. 
BabySpot 
Name : Rachel 
Gender: Female 
Rae e : English 
Description : Hebrew. Meaning ewe or lamb. Beautiful and well-favoured by all. 
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3.2 SUGGESTf NS. 
I have also added the user feedback form, for any views tha: the us 'r ml~l !l ~~ i t 
with us. In this page, the user could also sugg st a name v 'th it m ;i.ni1i~ l fth~~: fi, 
•llF; li it is not in the database. 
They can even give the meaning of a name that they f I that ha b n gi en the wrong 
meaning. The administrator will check it out and do th n ary change if needed. 
As you can see, in the first box, a user could sugg ta name. Next they will fill in their e- 
mail addre , o that the administrator can contact them for further details. Lastly, the 
comments box is the space where a user can write anything they want. 
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3.3 BABY HOROSCOP . 
The baby horoscope is just as a simple guide for parents wnnunc 10 kn 
character of their baby. Note that this not 
not believe in horoscope. 
Basically it is just for fun and makes the parents look forward in th d I pm nt of their 
children. It also list the birthdays of tar and mall int r ting matt r 
symbol, ruling plant, birthstone, flower, color and personality. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE. 
This questionnaire is carried out for the purpose of my Thesis Project to find out th 
sites. Kindly help to fill out the answers. 
Thank you. 
1. Gender 
0Female 
2. Do you know the meaning of your name? 
0Yes 
3. If Yes, from what source did you get the meaning of your name? 
01nternet Osooks 
0Family, friends Oothers: 
4. How often do you surf the Internet? 
0Everyday 0Every few days 
Oseldom 
• 
Oweekly 
5. Do you know about the existing web sites that cater for meaning of baby names? 
0Yes 
6. Have you ever visited any baby names web site? 
0Yes 
7. If Yes, do you think that web site/web sites provide a good selection of names for Malaysians? 
0Yes 
8. If No, please state you reason as to why. 
9. Have the w b site/ w b lte that you vi It d cat r names in ngllsh, Malay, Chinese and 
Indian In on w b II ? 
Osome of them 
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GLOSSARY. 
ActiveX A Technology that enables software cornponcnis de eloped i1 
languages to share data and work cooperatively in a networked env ironm nt 
DCOM are the core technologies of ActiveX. 
ActiveX Control These controls were formerly known as OLE control . The) are binary 
components built using COM. The controls typically contain business logic or GUI 
functions. 
Authenticate When referred to in terms of program or data security, authenticate refers 
to the act of proving to the program or databa e that the u er i an allowed user. 
Authentication is u ually performed by matching a usemame (UID) with a secret 
pa word (PIO). 
Bottom-up design Starts with the details and works up to the function of the proces . 
GUI raphical U er Interface. The user is pre ented with visual images and text for 
interaction with the system. 
HTML Hypertext Markup Language. A tag-based language used for the document 
formatting on the World Wide Web. 
Internet Mail ervice A standard ervice of the Internet that provides for the per onal 
ele Ironic mail. 
Internet Newsgroup A standard service of the Internet that provide· for public electronic 
mail. 
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Top-down design Starts at the top, with the function or 1'1L' prnl'l'SS, :ind\ ,.' ~ i~ ~w~ 
down to the details necessary to support the function 
Wizard I\ help window that leads you through a task stcp-h_v-sll'p So1HL' \\ 1 ~u_, ,. 1J H ~· 
answer questions and then execute the application options for. ou. 
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